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1. The School
Olé Languages is situated on a picturesque pedestrian avenue in the city centre of
Barcelona. The school that has been accredited by the Instituto Cervantes in February
2009 oﬀers a wide range of high-quality, immersive Spanish courses in small groups to
competitive prices.
1.1

Philosophy

When Rosa Ribas joined Javier Sánchez in 2005 to found Olé Languages, she could count
on many years of teaching experience in corporate schools. Managing her own
educational enterprise, her principal objective was to assemble a team of highly
qualiﬁed, enthusiastic and experienced teachers.
The profesores who work at Olé Languages today pursue teaching as their vocation.
They have made a conscious decision to work in a school of manageable size wh ere the
atmosphere is personal and the possibilities to interact with the students are manifold.
These people are the corazón of Olé Languages.
The mix of internationality, familiarity, attention to the individual needs of each
student and high teaching standards guided by the CEFR and the standards set out by
the Instituto Cervantes have been the recipe of Olé's success. Within the last three
years student numbers have tripled. And while we strive to improve our
performance every day, there is one thing that we do not want to change, our prices.
Olé Languages is committed to a low-price policy that allow students maximum
ﬂexibility. As a matter of fact, there is no Spanish school in Barcelona accredited by the
Instituto Cervantes that undercuts our prices.

Accreditations
Teaching Method
Course Book
Max Class Size
Average Class Size
Average student age
Student Proﬁle
Number of teachers
Administrative staﬀ
Teacher education

Courses

Start dates
Accomodation
Student ﬂats
Minimum Student Age

1.3
1.2

Our Students

Facts and Figures

Company Name
Founding Year

1

Javier Sanchez Bugés and Rosa Ribas Lience
1,680
8
10 minutes by foot / 2 metro stops
Avenida Mistral, 14-16 / 08015 Barcelona /
Ground ﬂoor level facing a picturesque
pedestrian zone with local ﬂair, cafes, shops,
and terraces.
Instituto Cervantes (2009) / FEDELE (2009)
Interactive, immersive based on the CEFR
Prisma (A1-C2) published by Edinumen
8
6
24 (summer) – 26 (winter)
74 % Europeans // 26% Non-Europeans
10
3
BA or MA in Hispanic Studies, a specialization in
teaching Spanish as a foreign language, and two or
more years teaching experience
Intensive course + conversation // 25 hrs
Intensive course // 20 hrs
Semi-intensive course + conversation // 15 hrs
Semi-intensive course // 10 hrs
Evening course// 4 hrs
D.E.L.E preparation course // Private classes
Any Monday // Beginners every other Monday
International ﬂatshares, Spanish ﬂatshares,
host families (full and half-borad)
3
18

Olé Languages, S.L.
2005

Our students are in large part from Europe (74%) whereby the bigger part arrives from
Western European countries: Germany (16%) / England (12%) / Italy (9%) / Holland (7%)
/ France (7%) / Portugal (4%) / Denmark (3%) / Sweden (2%) / other (4%). From Eastern
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Europe and Russia hail about 10% of the students while North Americans (15%), Brazilians (6%), Asians (5%) and South Africans (2%) account for the remaining 26%.
86% of students are aged between 20 and 30 years. The student age averages out to 24
years during the summer months and 26 years during the rest of the year. There is no
age limit but generally, we do not accept students under the age of 18.
The majority of students stays at the school for a study period of 4 and 6 weeks. Roughly
33% of the students take a course for 12 weeks and more. Especially during the summer months study periods are shorter. Throughout the year, the most popular course is
the 20 hours/week intensive course with 52% of students choosing this option. Nearly
40% opt for the 10 hours/week semi-intensive course while the D.E.L.E preparation
course and the evening course account for about 8%.

1.4 The Teachers
When academic coordinator, Rosa Ribas, started to manage her own Spanish school she
could count on many years of teaching experience in corporate educational enterprises.
Managing her own Spanish school, her principal objective was to assemble a team of
highly qualiﬁed, enthusiastic and experienced teachers.
The 10 profesores who work at Olé Languages today pursue teaching as their vocation.
They have made a conscious decision to work in a school of manageable size where the
atmosphere is personal and the possibilities to interact with the students are
manifold. These people are the corazón of Olé Languages.
Without exception, any teacher employed at our school holds a degree in Spanish literature and linguistics as well as a specialization in teaching Spanish as a foreign language
(E/LE) and has at least two years teaching experience.
1.5

Equipment & Services

Airconditioned classrooms & cafeteria
Self-study software
DVDs & reading material for each level
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free
free
free

10 computers with Internet access & Wiﬁ
Fax & fotocopies
Money reception
First course book
Additional course books
Entry level test & certiﬁcate
Language exchange

free
free
free
free
18€
free
free

Weekly student get-together
A casual weekly meet up for all students of the school
to get to know each other
Daily cultural activities and excursions
Guided tours and bike tours through the city center; pub
crawls; ﬂamenco nights and day trips to nearby sights
Airport pick-up
From Barcelona’s central airport or Ryanair airports
Girona and Reus

free

1.6

5€ - 35€

From 65€

The City

It is nearly impossible to describe Barcelona in just a few words. It is the capital of
Catalonia and Spain’s second largest city with 1.5 million inhabitants in Barcelona city
and 3 million counting the urban catchment. It is a vibrant city, a meeting point and
melting pot of people and cultures that features a breathtaking historical city centre,
fantastic contrastes of old and contemporary architecture as well as beautiful
beaches. The mild winters and warm, sunny summers paired with the Mediterranean
savoir vivre combine into an exhuberant atmosphere.
Since the 1992 Olympic Games the city is experiencing what could be described as its
second renaissance. The urban developments freed the centre from through traﬃc and
have given Barcelona a beautiful beach front, squares and parks, a state of the art contemporary art museum and included the restoration of historical markets and architectural highlights. These investments paired with economic growth attracted a new
generation of businessmen, artists, designers, musicians and adventurers from around
the world who have turned Barcelona into a buzzing, cutting-edge urban hub that
never sleeps.
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1.7

Activities

We have had the experience that students quickly get to know each other and enjoy
discovering the city together. To help students from diﬀerent study groups with diﬀerent
timetables to meet and mingle we organize a casual weekly student get-together on
Thursday evenings in changing cafés and bars in downtown Barcelona.
We encourage students to discover Barcelona together and we oﬀer them a wide range
of weekly and monthly publications like Time Out and Guia del Ocio in Spanish and
English that they can consult at any time in the school. Besides, weekly updated information about cultural highlights are available on the notice board and we are always
happy to recommend places of interest, events and festivals.
Furthermore, we collaborate with a Barcelona-wide event agency that oﬀers daily
cultural activities from guided tours through the historic city centre, to pub crawls, bike
tours, ﬂamenco and tapas nights, salsa courses as well as day and weekend excursions to
nearby towns and places of interest.

1.8
I
II

III
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¿Porqué Olé?
Olé Languages is the the cheapest Spanish school accredited by the Instituto
Cervantes in Barcelona
Olé Languages delivers what it promises: high-quality Spanish courses to
comptetitive prices tailored to the needs of each student, taught by dedicated
and experienced Spanish teachers. How we know that? Because over 50% of
our students prolong their course and/or return to the school to continue
their studies.
Olé Languages is a comparatively small school with a very friendly and familiar
atmosphere.
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2. Spanish as a Foreign Language
Based on an immersive, communicative approach to language acquisition students
learn the Spanish grammar step by step according to the Common European Framework
of Reference (CEFR) accompanied by writing and listening exercises as well as
vocabulary training and conversation practice.

2.2

Teaching Standards & Study Periods

Any course taught at Olé Languages follows the Common European Framework of Reference, short CEFR. It is a guideline that describes achievements of students of foreign
languages across Europe. It divides learners into three broad groups and each group
into two sub categories. These six reference levels are becoming widely accepted as the
standard for grading an individual's language proﬁciency.

LEVELS

STUDY PERIOD
(10-25 HRS/WEEK)

2.1

Teaching Method and Objectives

Any Spanish course at Olé Languages is based on an immersive method of teaching
which entails that from beginning to end of each lesson the only language spoken in the
classroom is Spanish. This approach gives the students the opportunity to familiarize
themselves fast with the new linguistic environment and helps them to learn to communicate eﬀectively and conﬁdently in everyday, real-life situations.
In addition, emphasis is placed on a congruent advancement in the key disciplines, that
is, a) mastery of Spanish grammar, b) vocabulary acquisition, c) listening comprehension and, d) oral and written expression. Teachers are not only encouraged to use a
wide variety of didactic materials but have all the tools and media at their disposal that
they need to turn their classrooms into communicative, interactive spaces.
Finally, we base teaching Spanish as a foreign language on the assumption that it is
essential to learn a foreign language within its cultural context. Language never is a
rigid construct made up of a set of rules but on the contrary, changes constantly. We
see the Spanish language as very lively and alive and we believe that it is indispensable
to teach its rules alongside its cultural usage for it to become meaningful to foreigners.
Therefore, Spanish and Catalan customs and traditions form as much part of the discussions in the classrooms as the political and socio-cultural changes Spain has been and
is undergoing. Spain is on the one hand a country with a very rich history and longstanding traditions. On the other hand, it is a comparatively young democracy that had to
overcome a violent civil war and Franco’s dictatorship before it would catch up with the
rest of Europe within less than three decades. Our aim is to communicate our enthusiasm for this exciting country, its language and its culture to our students.
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A
A1
A2

Basic User
Breakthrough ..................................................
Waystage .........................................................

5 weeks
5 weeks

B
B1
B2

Independent User
Threshold ........................................................
Vantage ...........................................................

6 weeks
7 weeks

C
C1
C2

Proﬁcient User
Eﬀective Operational Proﬁciency ....................
Mastery ..........................................................

12 weeks
12 weeks

TOTAL

47 weeks

82% of our students are beginners or fall into the ﬁrst three levels, A1, A2, and B1. For
each of these three levels there are two to three study groups taking place concurrently
each week which means that students who already have previous knowledge of Spanish
may start at any given Monday throughout the year. Courses for absolute beginners
start every other Monday (please see page 15 / Start Dates for more information).

2.3

Class Size

Small study groups are decisive for the learning success. This is why the number of students per class is limited to eight and the average ranges from 5 to 6 students so that
the teachers can answer questions individually and each student gets the change to
practice their newly acquired knowledge and vocabulary continually.
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2.4

Study Materials

The principal course book employed for levels A1-B2 is entitled Prisma published by
Edinumen. It has on the one hand a strong communicative focus and on the other
hand, is adapted to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages and
the guidelines of the Instituto Cervantes. It not only allow us to track students’ progress
and enhance compatibility with courses taken before and after visiting our school but
its structure also allows students to follow up on speciﬁc grammatical issues on their
own.
In addition to the course book that sets the basic theme of the week with regards to
grammar and vocabulary, the students are engaged in a variety of activities, as for
example, reading magazines and newspaper articles, watching excerpts from Spanish
ﬁlms and news clips followed by analysis and debate, as well as listening and
conversation exercises.

2.5

Assessment

For non-beginners, entry levels are determined by a detailed entry level test that the
student needs to complete before course start. We further conduct tests upon completion of each level and at the end of the course.
Students receive a diploma indicating the level, number of hours participated and grade
obtained. The qualiﬁcations are: “Aprobado” (Passed), “Bien” (Good) “Notable” (Very
good) and “Sobresaliente” (Excellent).
Students who prefer not to take the test receive a certiﬁcate of attendance that states
the total amount of hours they have participated in the course.
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3. Course Options
Olé Languages oﬀers a wide variety of Spanish courses for beginners, intermediate and
advanced learners that range from a maximum of 25 hours to a minimum of 4 hours
per week. The courses run from Monday to Friday and take place in the mornings, afternoons or evenings throughout the whole year. The duration of the course is ﬂexible starting with a minimum study period of one week and the possibility to extend the course
on a weekly basis up to a year or until the advanced level has been successfully completed.

from Monday to Friday in the morning or afternoon from 9:30h – 11:30h and 14:30 –
16:30h respectively. Emphasis is placed on grammar acquisition which is combined
with vocabulary training within the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR).
Those who would like to practice their Spanish further and improve their oral skills have
the option to combine the intensive course with 5 hours of coversation classes per
week (1 hr/day) from 13:30h - 14:30h.
Levels: For all levels

3.3

3.1

Intensive Spanish Course :: 20-25 hrs*/week

This intensive Spanish course is conceived for adults of any age who wish to improve
their Spanish language skills rapidly. The course runs for four hours per day from
Monday to Friday in the morning or the afternoon from 9:30h – 13:30h and
14:30 – 18:30h respectively.
Based on an immersive, communication-based approach to language acquisition
students learn the Spanish grammar step by step according to the Common European
Framework of Reference (CEFR) accompanied by writing, listening and conversational
exercises as, for example, reading newspaper articles, practicing telephone conversations and watching Spanish ﬁlms followed by analysis and debate. Students are advised
to caculate an additional hour per day for revision and homework.
Those who would like to practice their Spanish further and improve their oral skills have
the option to combine the intensive course with 5 hours of coversation classes per week
(1 hr/day) from 13:30h - 14:30h.

+ 5 Conversation Classes :: 5 hrs/week

Students of all levels except for absolute beginners have the option to add conversation
classes to their course schedule. Conversation can either be combined with the
intensive and semi-intensive courses or be taken on its own. The course take place from
Monday to Friday from 13:30h to 14:30h.
The classes focus speciﬁcally on the student's oral performance and pronunciation.
They are held in small study groups of 2 to 5 students to allow each participant a
maximum amount of "talk time."
Levels: For A2 and higher

3.4

Evening Spanish Course :: 4 hrs/week (from October to June)

The evening course is the perfect option for those who work during the day and would
like to improve their Spanish continually without having to give up their weekends.
The course takes place twice a week either on Monday and Wednesday evening or
Tuesday and Thursday evening from 19:00h to 21:00h and can be booked in four-week
intervals.

Levels: For all levels // *including a 20-minute break, lessons: 55 minutes

3.2

Semi-Intensive Spanish Course :: 10-15 hrs/week

The semi-intensive course is available to students of all levels who wish to combine
their part time job or studies with Spanish classes. The course runs for two hours a day
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Based on an immersive, communication-based approach to language acquisition
students learn the Spanish grammar step by step according to the Common European
Framework of Reference (CEFR) accompanied by writing, listening and conversational
exercises.
Levels: For all levels
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3.5

D.E.L.E Preparation Course :: 20 hrs/week

The D.E.L.E is the oﬃcial certiﬁcate of Spanish as a Foreign Language (equivalent to the
IELTS and TOEFL for English) issued by the Instituto Cervantes for the Ministry of Education of Spain. It is often required by universities and employers to certify a foreigner's
competence and command of the Spanish language. Please ﬁnd more information about
the D.E.L.E at the website of the Instituto Cervantes itself.
The preparation course is directed at all those who would like to prepare to take the
D.E.L.E at any of the three levels, beginner, intermediate or advanced:
1) Inicial :: Diploma de Español Nivel B1 (Beginner level)
This qualiﬁcation attests to suﬃcient linguistic ability for understanding and responding
appropriately in most normal day-to-day situations and for expressing desires and needs
in a basic way.
2) Intermedio :: Diploma de Español Nivel B2 (Intermediate level)
This qualiﬁcation validates suﬃcient linguistic ability to get by in average day-to-day
situations in normal communication circumstances, which do not require specialized use
of the language.
3) Superior :: Diploma de Español Nivel C2 (Proﬁciency level)
This qualiﬁcation accredits the necessary linguistic competence to integrate in situations
requiring an advanced use of the language and knowledge of the cultural customs
embedded within it.
D.E.L.E exams for all levels take place three times a year. The dates for 2009 are:
15th May 2009:: Inscription from 2nd March to 24th April
21st August 2009 :: Inscription from 13th Juny to 31st July
13th November 2009 :: Inscription from 1st of September to 16th October
The D.E.L.E preparation courses start ﬁve weeks before each exam date. Please email
us to info@olelanguages.com for more information.

3.6

Private Lessons

One-to-one sessions give the students the possibility to advance rapidly by focusing on
their speciﬁc needs be it exam preparation, vocabulary training, or interview practice.
Course contents and timetable are agreed with the student individually.

3.7

Timetable Overview

25 HOURS/WEEK
INTENSIVE COURSE + CONVERSATION
(Mon - Fri: 5 hrs/day)

9:30 - 13:30 // + 13:30 - 14:30 or
14:30 - 18:30 // + 13:30 - 14:30

20 HOURS/WEEK
INTENSIVE COURSE
(Mon - Fri: 4 hrs/day)

9:30 - 13:30 or
14:30 - 18:30

15 HOURS / WEEK
SEMI-INTENSIVE + CONVERSATION
(Mon - Fri: 5 hrs/day)

9:30 - 11:30 // + 13:30 - 14:30 or
14:30 - 16:30 // + 13:30 - 14:30

10 HOURS/WEEK
SEMI-INTENSIVE COURSE
(Mon - Fri: 2 hrs/day)

9:30 - 11:30 or
14:30 - 16:30

+ 5 HOURS
CONVERSATION CLASSES
(Mon - Fri: 1 hr/day)

13:30 - 14:30

4 HOURS/WEEK
EVENING COURSE
Mondays & Wednesdays
or Tuesdays & Thursdays
(4 lessons/week)

19:00 - 21:00

D.E.L.E
D.E.L.E PREPARATION COURSE
20 lessons/week (Mon - Fri: 4 hrs/day)

9:30 - 13:30 or
14:30 - 18:30

1-TO-1
PRIVATE LESSONS
1 to 20 lessons/week

Flexible

Levels: For all levels
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3.8

Start Dates

Students who have a basic understanding of Spanish may start any course any given
Monday throughout the year (in case Monday is a public holiday classes start on Tuesday). Absolute beginners may start any other Monday. The start dates for beginners in
2009 are on the following dates:
JAN 2009
Monday 05.01
Monday 19.01

MAY 2009
Monday 11.05
Monday 25.05

SEP 2009
Monday 14.09
Monday 28.09

FEB 2009
Monday 02.02
Monday 16.02

JUN 2009
Monday 08.06
Monday 22.06

OCT 2009
Tuesday 13.10
Monday 26.10

MAR 2009
Monday 02.03
Monday 16.03
Monday 30.03

JUL 2009
Monday 06.07
Monday 20.07

NOV 2009
Monday 09.11
Monday 23.11

AUG 2009
Monday 03.08
Monday 17.08
Monday 31.08

DEC 2009
Monday 07.12

APR 2009
Tuesday 14.04
Monday 27.04

3.9

/ Students may discuss any problems that they encounter on an acdemic level with the
school’s co-ordinator during her daily oﬃce hours from 11:30 to 14:30.
/ Students may change from a morning to afternoon course or vice versa as long as a
group with their level is available.
/ Students may prolong their course on a weekly basis.
\ Students must be 18 years or older.
\ Courses can only be booked from Monday to Friday.
\ We can only guarantee a student placement in the right group if we have received
their level test at least one week before course start.
\ Lessons that do not take place due to public holidays are non-refundable and cannot
be recuperated.

Public Holidays

Olé Languages is closed during national and regional public holidays. These days are not
refundable if the student does a course longer than one week. On the following days the
school remains closed in 2009:
06.01 // 13.04 // 01.05 // 01.06 // 24.06 // 11.09 // 24.09 // 12.10 // 08.12

3.9.1 Terms and Conditions
/ Students may change the level if this change has been agreed with the school’s academic co-ordinator.
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4. Accommodation
Comfortable accommodation plays an important part when going abroad to study a
foreign language and we always make an eﬀort to make our students feel at ease, secure
and at home in Barcelona. Students can choose the type of accommodation and the
length of their stay freely. The host families as well as the student ﬂats are located in
central areas close to the school. To ensure availability, we recommend to book rooms in
shared apartments in advance.

4.1

International Flatshares

In an international ﬂatshare students live in a modern appartment close to the school
with four to ﬁve other students (male and female) from around the world who also
study at Olé Languages. The students prepare their own meals and organize communal
life in the ﬂatshare themselves. The apartments are fully equipped with all mod-cons
and located in safe and central areas close to the school. / Students share the living
room, kitchen and bathrooms and, together, keep the house clean. The communial areas
are professionally cleaned once a week.

Equipment: The equippment varies from ﬂat to ﬂat. The kitchens are furnished with
with all that is needed to prepare meals, communal living room with TV, WIFI is available in some ﬂats, washing machine. The rooms are furnished with a bed, desk and chair
and wardrobe.
Option I: Single room, single use
Option II: Double room, single or shared use

4.3

To stay with a local Spanish family oﬀers foreign students a great opportunity to experience Spanish life and culture ﬁrsthand. They will speak Spanish on a daily basis – because there’s no way around it and out of fun and interest in the family life that’s
unfolding around them. / Students have their own key and their room and come and go
as they please however respect the families schedules and customs.
Option I: Single room, single use
Option II: Double room, single or shared use

4.4
Equipment: Fully equipped kitchen with all that is needed to prepare meals, communal
living room with TV & DVD Player, WIFI is available in some ﬂats, washing machine.
The rooms are furnished with a bed, desk, chair, and waredrobe.
Option I: Single room, single use
Option II: Double room, shared use / (same-sex only)

4.2

Spanish Flatshares

If students opt for a Spanish ﬂatshare they will share a well-equipped appartment with
1 to 4 Spanish students or young professionals in their 20s and 30s. The appartments
are located within walking distance to the school or well connected by public transport.
It is a great option for those who would like to practice their Spanish with native speakers on a daily basis but prefer living with people their age rather than a Spanish family. / Students share the living room, kitchen and bathrooms with their Spanish ﬂatmates as well as the household duties with them. There usually is no cleaning service.
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Host Families

Terms and Conditions

/ International ﬂatshares are checked on a weekly basis.
/ All families have been interviewed and their ﬂat visited. With many we work together
since three years.
/ Students may change ﬂat or host family free of charge.
/ Should it be impossible for the student to arrange arrival and departure times in accordance with these days, extra nights can usually be arranged on payment of an additional charge (special arrangements are not possible during the high season from July
to August).
\ Acommodation can only be booked by students who are 18 years and older.
\ All accommodation is arranged from Saturday evening before the course begins until
Saturday morning after the course ends.
\ Every eﬀort will be made to arrange accommodation as requested. However, this cannot be guaranteed in the case of late bookings. Especially from July to September
ensure early booking.
\ Accommodation cannnot be arranged without booking a course.
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5.2

5. Prices 2009

WEEK

We oﬀer commission of up to 20% for long-term students. The commission is negotiable
if not otherwise speciﬁed. There is no commission oﬀered on accommodation.

1 WEEK
2 WEEKS

Annual Inscription Fee 39€ (includes ﬁrst text book and study materials)
5.1

Intensive Course :: 20 hrs/week
WEEK
1 WEEK
2 WEEKS
3 WEEKS
4 WEEKS
5 WEEKS
6 WEEKS
7 WEEKS
8 WEEKS
9 WEEKS
10 WEEKS
12 WEEKS
20 WEEKS
24 WEEKS
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Semi-Intensive Course :: 10 hrs/week

3 WEEKS
PRICE
(price per week)
139€
(139€)
238€
(119€)
339€
(113€)
428€
(107€)
510€
(102€)
594€
(99€)
679€
(97€)
760€
(95€)
837€
(93€)
920€
(92€)
1080€
(90€)
1780€
(89€)
2136€
(89€)

4 WEEKS
5 WEEKS
6 WEEKS
7 WEEKS
8 WEEKS
9 WEEKS
10 WEEKS
12 WEEKS
20 WEEKS
24 WEEKS

5.3

PRICE
(price per week)
79€
(79€)
148€
(74€)
216€
(72€)
280€
(70€)
340€
(68€)
396€
(66€)
448€
(64€)
496€
(62€)
540€
(60€)
580€
(58€)
672€
(56 €)
1100€
(55€)
1320€
(55€)

Conversation :: 5 hrs/week
FLATRATE PER WEEK

35€

FLATRATE PER WEEK
4 WEEKS AND MORE

30€
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5.4

Evening Course :: 4 hrs/week

5.7

International & Spanish Flatshare / Single & double room (shared use)

The evening course can only be booked in four week intervals.

5.5

NUMBER OF WEEKS

PRICE
(price per week)

SINGLE ROOM

PRICE

DOUBLE ROOM

PRICE/WEEK

4 WEEKS

110€
(110€)

1-3 WEEKS

156€ / WEEK

1-3 WEEKS

119€ / WEEK

8 WEEKS

210€
(105€)

4-7 WEEKS

146€ / WEEK

4-7 WEEKS

119€ / WEEK

12 WEEKS

300€
(100€)

8-11 WEEKS

136€ / WEEK

8-11 WEEKS

109€ / WEEK

380€
(95€)

12-24 WEEKS

126€ / WEEK

12-24 WEEKS

99€ / WEEK

16 WEEKS
20 WEEKS

450€
(90€)

4 WEEKS

584€

4 WEEKS

476€

24 WEEKS

510€
(85€)

8 WEEKS

1088€

8 WEEKS

872€

+ 4 WEEKS

82€

12 WEEKS

1512€

12 WEEKS

1188€

20 WEEKS

2520€

20 WEEKS

1980€

24 WEEKS

3024€

24 WEEKS

2376€

D.E.L.E Preparation Course :: 20 hrs/week

NUMBER OF WEEKS

5.6
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Accomodation

TOTAL AMOUNT

TOTAL AMOUNT

PRICE
(price per week)

2 WEEKS

330€
(165€)

4 WEEKS

600€
(150€)

Host Families / Single & double room (shared use) // half and full board
TYPE

MODALITY

PRICE / WEEK

SINGLE ROOM

BREAKFAST

165€

SINGLE ROOM

BREAKFAST+ DINNER

190€

Private Lessons
PER 60 MINUTE LESSON

35€

DOUBLE ROOM

BREAKFAST

140€

PER 60 MINUTE LESSON
FOR BOOKINGS OF 15 HRS AND MORE

30€

DOUBLE ROOM

BREAKFAST+ DINNER

165€
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OLÉ LANGUAGES BARCELONA

Contact
WWW.OLELANGUAGES.COM
+ 34 93 185 15 18
INFO@OLELANGUAGES.COM

